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Jumping the Hurdles: Designing Highly
Effective Embedded Graphics Solutions for
the Aerospace and Defense Industry
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Introduction
Modern gaming systems have driven the need for powerful, versatile graphics
processing units (GPUs) that can handle an ever-evolving variety of software
applications. These robust, high performance GPUs have migrated into the embedded
aerospace and defense markets where they have enabled next generation video
processing in deployed applications. While integrated graphics on a Single Board
Computer (SBC) may be sufficient for many video display applications, highly intensive
video applications such as embedded training, 360° situational awareness, degraded
visual environments (DVE) and complex moving maps require specialized graphics
processors to meet their high performance and multi-head display requirements. In
instances where critical performance levels, support for Real Time Operating System
(RTOS) drivers, or safety certification is needed, these dedicated embedded graphics
modules are often a more suitable and lower risk technology choice.
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Figure 1: Embedded Graphics Capabilities

Discrete GPUs: The Challenges
Design Challenges
Designing a graphics-intensive application can be
challenging, and will often require components sourced from
many different vendors. Sourcing graphics hardware from
one vendor, graphics drivers from a second, and operating
system software from another can be problematic. If issues
occur during development or integration, the customer may
find themselves shuffled back and forth between multiple
vendors in an attempt to get the system operational.
Furthermore, components from different vendors may
not be interoperable, causing difficulties in diagnosing
performance issues with the system. Many suppliers focus
on only hardware or only software, and are not able to
provide a complete graphics solution.
Rugged, embedded applications must also find a solution to
meet their unique mission needs that is effective in a range
of temperatures, while maintaining a low power, SWaPoptimized footprint. Not only is the performance of the
hardware and software important, but the availability, length,
and quality of vendor services plays a major role in ensuring
a program’s success and long term investment protection.
Finding a happy medium between all these considerations
can be time consuming and frustrating, causing delays in
system design, and consequently, deployment.

Unique Demands – Low Power and
Ruggedization Requirements
Rugged aerospace and defense solutions have unique
performance and power demands. Your graphics solutions
may need to operate over wide temperature ranges
– for example, from -40 to +85°C - to meet the thermal
requirements of the deployed target platforms. Quite
often, power-saving techniques are essential for deployed
applications that feed off precious platform power. Some
hardware and software combinations can deliver the best
thermal management, or the highest performance, but
fall short when both are required, leaving engineers with
a performance throttling and sluggish deployed solution.
Application engineers can’t afford to trade off low powered
for lackluster performance, fewer I/O options, or limited
functionality in their graphics modules.

The Growing Need for Safety
Certification
With the growing need for safety certifications on many
deployed platforms, DO-254/178 certification for hardware
and software has become a necessary element in rugged,
embedded graphics applications. Complying with stringent
safety certification regulations is an often daunting and
lengthy task for system designers inexperienced with the
safety certification process. It can also be an expensive
venture if engineers do not take advantage of Safety
Certifiable COTS hardware and software, which greatly
reduces the budgetary constraints, risk, and time to market
associated with building a custom safety certifiable solution.

Overall System Lifecycles
While performance and power are integral to a successful
system, a program’s overall investment success cannot
be guaranteed long-term unless it receives the proper
lifecycle support. Without lifecycle support, embedded
systems may require tech refreshes much earlier, incurring
development and re-certification costs, as well as adding
additional program risk. Longevity of Supply (LOS) is a
way to support programs with unchanged, configurationmanaged hardware for the entire length of your program,
often spanning 15-20 or more years.

Get Complete System
Integration Above and Beyond
the Graphics Competition
How do application engineers solve these graphics-related
headaches? As an experienced industry leader in graphics
hardware and software solutions, Curtiss-Wright offers not
only a wide range of high performance, low power graphics
hardware modules with software support, but we also
have a growing line of Safety Certifiable COTS graphics
products, with off-the-shelf DO-254 and DO-178C artifact
kits to speed up the safety certification process, and full
program lifecycle support designed to meet the unique
needs of rugged embedded applications.
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Graphics Software: Drivers, Codecs,
and More
Working closely with our software partners, CurtissWright provides the widest range of graphic API support
in the industry, including OpenGL®, OpenGL ES, and
OpenGL SC 1.0 and 2.0 for virtually every embedded and
real-time operating systems such as Linux®, VxWorks®,
Green Hills’® INTEGRITY®, LynxOS®, Microsoft™
Windows®, and SYSGO’s PIKEOS. Many of our graphics
drivers are in compliance with Future Airborne Capability
Environment (FACE™) specifications, a consortium aiming
at standardizing approaches to bringing open standards
solutions to avionics systems. We also have driver support
for the hardware accelerated video compression encoders

and decoders built into today’s GPU devices, further
simplifying functional integration activities.
Finally, our OpenGL SC graphics drivers are developed to
meet the requirements of DO-178C, including the creation
of off-the-shelf certifiable artifact kits, and can even
support hardware monitoring to satisfy DO-254 certifiability
requirements.
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Figure 2: Curtiss-Wright’s Complete Graphics Solution
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Conclusion
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By providing a single point of contact for discrete graphics hardware and software
solutions, along with off-the-shelf safety certifiable artifacts and offering full lifecycle
program management support, Curtiss-Wright’s 30+ years’ experience in the
embedded graphics market gives us the knowledge and insight needed to satisfy, and
even surpass, our customer’s needs. Our customers come first, and we are committed
to exceeding our customers’ expectations and surpassing our competition’s offerings
by providing high performance, flexible and affordable solutions. Contact us today to
learn how we can make adding cost-effective graphics capture, overlay and display
video functionality to your rugged system easier than ever.
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